Primitive Roots Rock Trans-Blues Specialist,
Shiv Shanks, is known for his huge dynamic
voice, hypnotic grooves and far out lyrics.
His intense one man show features foot
drums, nineteen forties era guitar tones
and a vocal delivery that goes from flat tire
lows to a falsetto screech and everything
in between. Shiv Shanks has been writing
songs since 1993 and wrote dozens before
even attempting to learn a cover. Now after
years of toiling in secrecy and fumbling
in the dark Shiv Shanks has come out the
other end of the tunnel, a very outside the
box performer with a huge bag of unique
songs. Ten of which are on the soon to be
released Kickass Special recording. Most
of the album was written and recorded in
the woods in two hot wired cabins. This
CD was preceded by 2013s Bumblebee
Straight Jacket, and two previous albums
under the moniker Old Busted Bones.
Shiv Shanks was born in 1979 in Fairveiw
Alberta but spent his school years on a
farm in the Pine Lake area and has resided
in Red Deer since 1997.

W

here does one start to describe this
unpretentious outsider artist you‘ve likely
never heard of? He‘s created his own unique blues by

the ‘scenic route,‘ teaching himself to play after digesting old ‘20s – ‘50s blues
cats, prior to discovering Zappa and Beefheart in junior high, and then was
influenced by a recording of Indian snake charmer music. His job history
provides enlightening life stories and song fodder galore. His moniker came
from pro wrestling prior to working as a janitor at a strip club, then making
sausages, being an adult video store clerk and then support worker. He spent
time as a mixed martial arts cage fighter

“

‘back before it was cool or popular‘ (he knocked out a pro kick boxer in 32
seconds in his first fight and got beat up in front of 6000 people his second).
All the while, he wrote lyrics (‘like taking notes beamed into his brain‘) on bits
of napkin and his own skin, forming the duo Old Busted Bones - who he says
‘were as popular as a flying saucer cult and more elusive than the Lock Ness

One of the most well

monster‘ - in 2008 as a creative outlet. His one-man guitar and percussion

attended workshops of the

format eliminates band squabbling and is the happy result of 20 years of

weekend, featured Hayes
Carll, Bahamas , Heartless
Bastards and Shiv Shanks.
Shiv Shanks and Bahamas
stole the show, with Shanks
playing his muffled, ragged
blues, and Bahamas‘ Afie
Jurvanen following up by

”

lamenting that he had to
follow that.
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penning songs, many in a tiny cabin in the woods.

“

Shiv Shanks, an Alberta
favourite, followed suit with
his novel blend of spirited
blues expressed in one-man

”

guitar and booming drum
formation..
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All songs from the latest release can be found at:
shivshanks.com/kickass-special
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